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Features of the local field of a light wave in a nematic liquid crystal with low optic anisotropy are
investigated experimentally. Isotropization of the Lorentz tensors and of the local field with
decreasing macroscopic-optic and molecular-electro-optic anisotropy was observed, an effect
unexpected on the basis of the existing theories of liquid-crystal polarization. Local-field anisotropy in cholesteric liquid crystals is considered. A new approach, which permits a quantitative
interpretation of the experimental results, is developed for the problem of the local field in liquid
crystals having arbitrary optic anisotropy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The tensor f of the local field of a light wave connects
the amplitude E f of the local field acting on the molecule
with the amplitude E, of the macroscopic field in the medium: E f = A,E,. In the system of the director of a uniaxial
liquid crystal (LC), the tensor f is uniaxial and its components

are expressed in terms of the components L,,,, of the Lorentz
tensor and in terms of the principal refractive indices n of
,
the LC. A method of experimentally determining L I I ,was
proposed in Ref. 1, where the anisotropic properties and the
dispersion of the tensor f were investigated in the nematic
and smectic A phases of LC with large optic anisotropy.
From the applied and fundamental viewpoint, great interest
attaches to a determination of the features of the local field in
an LC with low optic anisotropy. Such crystals include, besides the well known cholesteric LC, also the recently discovered nematic LC with birefringence An < 0 (Refs. 2-4),
which are promising for technical applications3and for physicochemical re~earch.~
At present there are no data whatever on the anisotropy Af in cholesteric LC. At the same time
such information is essential for the use of refractometric5
measurements of the molecular and structural parameters
that are important for the development of the theory of this
class of LC and for optimization of their technological characteristic~.~,~~'
Low-birefringence nematic LC are convenient objects
for the verification of existing theoretical approaches to the
calculation of the tensor L in anisotropic molecular media.
According to contemporary premises, the tensor L is a structural characteristic of an LC and, by virtue of the principle of
close packing of anisotropic molecules, is determined by the
anisotropy of the radial distribution function of the molec u l e ~by
, ~the anisotropy of the molecular shape,9 or by the
anisotropy and orientational ordering of the molecules.1910*1 '
No account is taken of the features of the polarizability distribution over the molecular volume, but it is precisely this
characteristic that differentiates essentially between LC
with high1 and lowz4 optic anisotropy. The features of the
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local field in these two classes of LC are the subject of recently started debates.''-l5 A clear-cut answer can be obtained
only by experimentally solving the problem; this is the subject of our paper.
The method used in Ref. 1 to determine L I I , , is generalized in Sec. 2 to include uniaxial LC with biaxial tensor S, of
orientational ordering of the molecular axes relative to the
director. In Sec. 3 we report an experimental investigation of
the local-field anisotropy in a low-birefringence nematic LC
and determine the anisotropy of the tensor f in cholesteric
LC. In Sec. 4 is established a connection between the anisotropy of the tensor f and birefringence, orientational ordering
of the molecules, and the anisotropic properties of the molecular polarizability. The experimental data are quantitatively interpreted.
2. MEASUREMENT OF LORENTZ TENSOR IN UNIAXIAL LC

Consider a uniaxial LC consisting of platelike molecules. Thez and y axes of the molecular coordinate system lie
in the plane of the plate and coincide respectively with its
long and central axes. The orientational ordering of the molecular axes relative to the director, which coincides with the
Z axis, is described by the diagonal matrixI5

with zero trace. If the rotation of the molecules about their
longitudinal axes is blocked, the parameter G = Syy- S,
differs from zero and describes the biaxial nature of the molecular tensor S, . Introducing the Euler angles 6 =6, and
$, which describe the orientation of the long molecular axis
relative to the director and the molecule rotation about the
long axis, we obtain from (2)

G=<3 sinz8 cos 2Q>/2.
We choose an intramolecular isolated nondegenerate
transition in the electronic or vibrational spectrum of the
intrinsic (impurity)absorption of an LC whose polarization
in the molecular coordinate frame is fixed by a polar angle 0
and by an azimuthal angle p. The oscillator strength A of the
chosen transition can vary in the mesophase and in the phase
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transitions as a result of direct (complexformation, onset of
hydrogen bonds, etc.) or indirect (e.g., change of conformation) manifestations of intermolecular interaction. The molecular order in LC is determined by the anisotropy of the
short-range Van der Waals and steric interactions. In isotropic liquid (I)-nematic(N)-smecticA (SrnA )transitions, the
short range molecular order, and accordingly the shortrange perturbation of the oscillator strengths of the intramolecular transitions, changes little. If an intramolecular transition is chosen which is not sensitive to the above specific
interactions and to change of conformation, it can be assumed that its oscillator strength is the same in the isotropic
and ordered phases, i.e., A, = Ai =A. The deviation of the
measured optical densities of the sample in the mesophases
(Dll,,) and in an isotropic liquid (Di)from the corresponding
componentsAll,l,i is then determined only by the long-range
effect of the local field of the light wave16

case of spherically symmetric molecules. Then 8, = 0 and
g, = l/Nk (k = 1,2,3). This possibility was first realized in
Ref. 17 for the dichroism N , of the absorption of a spherically symmetric probe molecule in an LC matrix. The condition
2 = 0 can in principle be satisfied also for molecules that
have no spheric symmetry, but can be realized only at a
strictly fixed orientation of the dipole moment of the transition in the molecular system (Sg= Go, = 0) or in an isolated
temperature region of the mesophase, where the contributions of the two terms in (4)cancel out.
Joint use of measurements of N,-, provides a universal
method for determining in experiment the components LII,
The physical basis of the method is the fact that the correction to the parameter2 for the local field depends on the type
of dichroic ratio Nk used in the calculation.' Real values of
LII,,should satisfy the system of two equations

Using (5) and (6) we can show that the three equations 8,
= 2, are equivalent. From a comparison of (5),(6),and (7)it
can be seen that in the most general case considered here the
determination of LII, does not require information on the
orientation of the dipole moment of the investigated transition relative to the molecular axes.
where K = const, rill, andJl, l,i are the background values
of the refractive indices and of the components of the tensor f
within the investigated absorption band (in the case of impurity absorption these are the refractive indices of the matrix),
whilep andpi are the densities of the nematic and isotropic
phases,

3. FEATURES OF LOCAL FIELD IN A NEMATIC LC WITH LOW
OPTIC ANISOTROPY

The experiments were performed on the LC 1-(#-cyanophenyl)4 pentyl-bicyclo (2,2,2) octane (5BCO);C 60.5" N
101" 1):

S=SZZ, SB= (3 cos2 8-1) 12, GB,= (3 sin2 8 cos 2 q ) 12.
If the molecules have a planar orientation in the cell,
one can determine experimentally the dichroic ratios

which can be used to calculate the parameter

that depends on the orientational order of the molecules and
on the intramolecular properties. It follows from (3)that

where the correction factors are given by

It can be seen from (5)that the components LII,,are easiest to
determine in experiment at S = G 0 , corresponding to the
969
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We indicate here the temperatures (in "C)of the crystal-nematic-isotropic liquid phase transitions. 5BCO is a typical
, ~ . is' ~isomorphic
~'~
in
LC with low optical a n i s o t r ~ ~ ~ and
shape to the previously investigated 4-pentyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl (5CB),but has a different electronic structure a different polarizability anisotropy. The isolated characteristic
IR-absorption band of the CFN bond valence oscillation
(A,,
= 4.5 pm) is useful for experiment determination of
LII,,. This oscillation has 0 = 0, Sg = 1, Gg, = 0, and
2 = S. Reproducible planar molecule orientation in planar
fluorite (IR spectroscopy) and wedge-shaped glass (refractometry) sandwich cells was achieved as a result of the previously described' special finish of the inner surfaces of the
cells. Homeotropic orientation of molecules in fluorite cells
was obtained by adding a small amount of lecithin to the LC.
The sample temperature was stabilized and monitored to
within f 0.1 "C.
The refractive indices nll,l,iin the nematic and isotropic
phases of 5BCO were measured at four light wavelengths by
a wedge procedure" accurate to 2.10-3. Control measurements of nl,i at A = 0.589 p m were made with a refractometer accurate to 3-10-4. The measurement results are
shown in Fig. 1. Compared with 5CB, the investigated LC
Aver'yanov ef a/.
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has noticeably less birefringence and dispersion of the refractive indices nll,l,i.The background nlvliwithin the investigated absorption band was calculated in analogy with Ref.
1 from the measured values of rill, l,i at R = 0.49-0.735 pm.
For lack of dilatometric data on 5BC0 we determined p i / p
from the known empirical relation

which holds with high accuracy for the nematic and isotropic phases,10 2 = (n; + 2n:)/3.
Owing to its low birefringence, light passing through a
5BC0 sample is noticeably less scattered by transverse fluctuations of the director than in the previously studied
strongly refracting LC (Ref. 1). The depolarizing effect of
this scattering on the IR absorption spectrum is correspondingly weakened. The dichroic ratios N,,, were measured for
planar-orientation samples 15 p m thick. The experimental
values of N,, and N,, were corrected for the imperfection of
the polarizer (efficiency 98%) to the true values by the relations

where E = 0.02, and replacement of Dll and N , by Dl(,and
N,, introduces a second-order error. The instrumentation,
the spectrum photography procedure, and the reduction of
the measurement results are analogous to those previously
described.' A check has shown that the measured N2 of
planar- and homeotropic-orientation samples of equal thickness agree within the limits of experimental error. The temperature dependences of N,,, obtained by averaging over a
run of several measurements of freshly prepared samples are
shown in Fig. 2.
The experimental values of L, and S, which satisfy Eqs.
(7), are shown in Fig. 3. The parameters L, for 5BC0 are
noticeably lower than for 5CB,' although both have the
970
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FIG. 1. Temperaturedependences of the refractiveindices nil,
of the LC 5BCO at A = 0.42 (El),0.49 (A),
0.589 (0)and 735pm
( X ).The points correspond to the values of nl,i (0.589~111)
measured with a refractometer,while the dashed lines are the calculated plots of ni,l,i ( A T )at R = 4.5 pm. T, is the N-I phasetransition temperature.

same geometric anisotropy. This result is unexpected from
in
the viewpoint of modem theories of LC
which the tensor L is a purely structural characteristic of the
LC. It is difficult to assume that the spatial distributions of
the shape-isomorphic molecules differ noticeably in these
LC. X-ray measurement data19 offer evidence that 5CB and
5BCO have the same type of short-range translational correlations of the molecules in the mesophase. The absolute values of the order parameter in the mesophases of 5BCO and
SBC, at equal values of AT, also differ insignificantly. The
experimental data listed in the table for several LC investigated by us, however, show a regular decrease of the Lorentz-tensor anisotropy with decreasing optical anisotropy of
the LC.
The experimental values ofL, differ little from the critical valueslO:
1

L,,,= -+
3

-

nIl2-nL2

9[nz-l+ (n,,"nLZ)/3]'

(8)

which agree with the condition that the tensor f be isotropic.
The anisotropy Af = f;( - f, is small in the entire range
R = 0.42-4.5 p m and is practically independent of AT. It
can be seen from the table that Af decreases rapidly with
decreasing birefringence of the LC. These experimental data
corroborate the assumed low anisotropy of the tensor f in
and make things
nematic LC with small
clear in the debates1'-l5 by pointing out the limitations of the
contemporary theories of LC polarization and the need for
developing them further.
Comparison of the results of Refs. 1 and 20 with ours
shows that the ellipsoidal Lorentz cavity
can be
used to calculate the components LII,,in liquid crystals with
strongly polarizable molecules and with large birefringence.
In LC with low optical anisotropy, the shape of the cavity
corresponding to S = 1 has a lower anisotropy than the
shape of the molecular ellipsoid. From the microscopic point
of view this means that calculation of the tensor L in LC
must take into account not only the spatial translationals
correlations of the molecules, but also the orientational ones,
as well as of the features of the polarizability distribution
over the molecular volume, as is done in the theory of the
Aver'yanov etal.
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the dichroic ratios N,,, of
the C=N oscillation band in the nematic phase of 5BCO.

A

0

where y, is the component, perpendicular to the director of
polarization of molecular crystals with strongly anisotropic
the nematic LC (tothe director of the quasinematic layer),of
r n o l e ~ u l e s Comparison
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ of the theoretical values of L
the molecular-polarizability tensor averaged over the orienand f with the measured ones can single out the most importations. ~ i n c e z ,= f,,we have
tant intermolecular correlations in LC.
The question of the anisotropy Af,, of the tensor f,, in a
cholesteric LC can be answered by comparing the optical
properties of a nematic (cholesteric)with the optical properties of the cholesteric (nematic)obtained from it by adding an
The relative contribution of the anisotropy of the local field
optically active impurity (untwisting of the cholesteric spiral
to the birefringence of a cholesteric LC agrees in magnitude
in a magnetic field, producing a racemic mixture of optically
and sign with the analogous contribution for the nematic
~ ~ -or~for~a quasinematic layer. Since the birefringence of
active components). Experiments of this type s h o ~ ~ * analog
that regardless of the value of the birefringence, the equality
cholesterine derivatives is low, the anisotropy of the local
n,,,, = n,, holds with high accuracy for the extraordinary
field in them is also low. This assumption was set forth in
refractive index n of the planar texture of a cholesteric LC
Ref. 26 and used in Ref. 5 in a refractometric investigation of
cholesterine ester.
and the ordinary refractive index n,, of a quasinematic layer
or of the corresponding nematic analog. T h e r e f ~ r e ~ . ' ~

,,,,

4. LOCAL-FIELD ANISOTROPY AND MOLECULAR-OPTICAL
ANISOTROPY OF A LIQUID CRYSTAL

The results of the preceding section and analysis of the
tabulated data demonstrate the strong dependence of the anisotropy of the tensor f on the macroscopic optical anisotropy of LC and of the anisotropic properties of the molecular
polarizability. Indeed, breaking of the P-electron conjugation chain of the fragments of the molecular core of the COO
bridge group in cyanophenyl ester of hexyloxybenzoic acid
(CPEHOBA) and replacement of the benzene ring by the
bicyclo-octane one in 5BCO lead to a negligible change of
the average value of the molecular polarizability, but to a
noticeable decrease of the anisotropy Ay of the polarizability
and of the ratio A y / y . This circumstance is not taken into
account at all in contemporary theories of LC polarization
but, as will be shown below, is decisive for the interpretation
of the effect observed here, the isotropization of the tensor f
with decrease of An.
Let us find the ratio A y / y for 5BC0 at A = 0.589 pm.
Inasmuch as for this substance the anisotropy Af can be neglected in the entire ranged T, the following relation holdslO:

y

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the order parameter S and of the
componentsL, of the Lorentz tensor (inset)in the nematic phase of the LC
5BCO. Dashed, dash-dot, and dotted lines-temperature dependences of
the parameter LLc,calculated from Eq.(8)at A = 0.42,0.589, and 4.5pm,
respectively.
971
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The temperature dependence of the right-hand side of (9)is
Aver'yanovetal.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the absolute values of S
and ofSAy/y [Eq. (9)]in the nematic phase of the LC 5BC0 in a
log-log scale.

shown in Fig. 4 in log-log scale. It is well approximated by
the formula

and
Y I I = T + Y ~ ~ A Y + ' I ~ G A ~ ' , -'/sSAy-'laGAyr,

(lo)
with parameters B = 0.135 and T , - T, = 0.8 "C.Extrapolation of the plot to T = 0 yields (SA y/y), = 0.385. It can be
seen from Fig. 4 that the temperature dependencef the absolute values of S is well approximated by Eq. (10) with the
same values of 8, T, - T,, and So= 0.886. This means that
the ratio Ay/y = 0.435 does not change with the temperature of the mesophase. The obtained value of Ay/y agrees
well with the results of an independent experiment2' on the
Kerr effect in an isotropic solution. - 0.43, thus confirming
our measurements of the parameters L, and S. For the isotropic phase of 5CB in the same region of the spectrum, the
33 A3 (refractometry") and
experimental values
Ay = 27 A3 (optic Kerr effect2') yield A
= 0.8 18. We
note that the ratio of the values of Ay/y for 5CB and 5BCO
(equalto 1.88)is close to the ratio of the values ofAn (equalto
1.8 1)and that the isotropization of the tensor f is the result of
simultaneous isotropization of the macroscopic optical and
molecular properties of the LC.
Our experimental results can be explained by starting
from the general relation"

y=

y/y

which is based on two assumptions: equality of the tensor f
for all the LC molecules, and uniaxiality in the director system. Here A'- is the number of molecules per unit volume,

(12)

where

Substitution of (12)in (11) yields
f,
f,,

-=-,

+

n12- 1 1+2S Ay/37 G Ay'/3 y
nl12-1 1-43 Ay/37 -G A y f / 6 9

'

(13)

We note that in the derivation of (1) we used no specific form
of the tensor f, such as (1). For ordinary mesogenic rodshaped molecules we have G(S (Ref. 15),A y' <A y (Ref. 29),
and the corresponding terms in (13) can be neglected. To
verify (13) we find the ratiof, /A, for 5CB at Tc - T = 10 "C
and A = 0.589 pm, using the parameters nil, of Ref. 18, the
value of given above, and S = 0.595 (Ref. 1)(the mean value
of the results of the magnetic and radiospectroscopic measurements). The resultant estimate f,/AI = 1.09 agrees well
with the experimental 1.11 (Ref. 1).
It follows from (13)that the anisotropy of the tensor f is
determined by the optic anisotropy of the polarizability and
by the orientational order of the molecules. For strongly polarizable molecules with large ratio A y/y, the last two factors predominate and f,/hl > 1 (Ref. 1). Simultaneous lowering of A y/y and of An by changing the electron structure
of the molecules should lead to rapid isotropization off, as is
indeed observed in experiment. The correlated lowering of
the parameters A y/y and An with elongation of the flexible

,

TABLE I. Anisotropy of the optical properties and of the local-field
tensor in nematic LC at A = 0.589 p m and T, - T = 10 "C.
-

-

(f 1 - )fl/?

5 CB
80CB
CPEHOBA
5BCO
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0,185
0,166
0,150
0,102

0,40
0.39
0.38
0,36
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-0,110
-0,084
-0,043
-0,013

Reference
[I1

[&I

Present work
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alkyl chains, which is typical of homologic series of
should be accompanied by a lowering of the anisotropy of
the local field. For LC with small (Refs.2 and 4)the anisotropy Af can become positive in the regionf,/J;, 1. Comparison of (1)and (13)points to a lowering ofthe anisotropy of the
Lorentz tensor with decrease of dy/y and explains the tendency of the variation of L, in the 5CB-5BCO series (see
Table I).The dispersion of the tensorf depends on the singularities of the dispersion of the refractive indices and of the
polarizability components, and its general analysis within
the framework of expression (13) is difficult. This question
can be solved experimentally by using LC absorption bands
located in different spectral regions.
The authors thank L. M. Blinov for support and the
participants of the Moscow Seminar on Liquid Crystals for a
helpfui discussion.
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